California Gang Investigators Association
2010 GANG CONFERENCE – June 29 – July 1, 2010
Anaheim, California

New Multi-Discipline Conference Format
Featuring an Executive Track
“Confronting the Gang Crisis”

What is the problem?

The impact of gang culture and the criminal conduct of gang members continues to plague our communities throughout our nation. Gangs contribute significantly to the overall crime rate and the erosion of the quality-of-life in our neighborhoods. Although law enforcement has made tremendous strides in reducing crime throughout the past decade, gang and “tagging crew” membership continues to be on the rise.

What else can be done to confront the gang crisis?

In an effort to coordinate our effectiveness, the Los Angeles County Sheriffs Department has partnered with the California Gang Investigators Association to present a new set of classes at their internationally recognized gang conference. For the first time in its history, the CGIA Conference will include an executive track designed to advance anti-gang strategies by providing an educational environment where law enforcement executives and stakeholders will be exposed to creative and effective approaches to gang reduction strategies.

Who should attend?

This multi-faceted community crisis must be addressed with a coordinated effort involving innovative law enforcement strategies, and participation by city officials, politicians, policy makers, school administrators, social service agencies, public and mental health professionals, faith and community-based organizations, and community leaders.

What topics will be discussed?

Experts will address such topics as:

- Gangs Suppression Strategies
- Gang Unit Management
- Graffiti
- Policy Maker Topics
- Media Topics
- Technology/Information Based Policing
- Gang Intervention Workers
- Gang Prevention and Intervention Strategies
- Gangs in Schools

Hurry Now and Register!
Registration and Conference Information at:
www.cgiaonline.org